ETERNALLY MISSED
As recorded by Muse
(From the 2003 Album B-SIDE ON HYSTERIA)

Words and Music by Muse
Arranged by the_cheeky_chimp@hotmail.com
Transcribed by the_cheeky_chimp@hotmail.com

Intro
\( \text{\textit{j = 89}} \)  Beginnings with a music box winding up

\( \text{Gtr I Music Box.} \)

\( \text{\textit{f}} \)

\( \text{\textit{p}} \)

\( \text{\textit{mp}} \)

\( \text{\textit{N.C.}} \)
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Alternate between chords on the repeats
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Adlib on scales in the background
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Continue ablib and scales...
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